
Chapter 1 – Everything Has a Beginning… 

The thing with you lot is you all want me. And you know, I can go anywhere and 

everywhere, but just not at the same time. And only forwards in time, not back. So if our 

paths ain’t never crossed before, maybe you best think why that is. Mmm-hmm. 

Anyway: I’m Magic. Nice to meet you. Just LOVE what you’re wearing, by the way.  

And let’s clear this up right now, OK? I use the language I like. Sometimes I don’t 

care for no conventional grammar. And sometimes I use mellifluous sentences, with complex 

punctuation; with layers, and references, and polysyllables. It’s hard putting things into your 

language. Telepathy’s so much easier. But you can’t keep up. So I learned to be patient. 

Figured out your structures, your rules, your forms. Found ways into your modes of 

communication through two long-term residencies, one with Patrick, a middle class, middle-

aged, mild-mannered gay English novelist, and one with Ana Phylactic, Queen-Empress of 

New York via Atlanta, GA. I can speak to you like they would. 

Girl, I don’t apologize to no one for who I be. But I AM dreadfully sorry if this tale’s 

narrative tone comes off as uneven. I’ll try to make this mostly how Patrick would have it. I 

do like his way with words. But Ana is going to burst out like some glorious alter ego from 

time to time, like Myra and Myron Breckinridge, only without the derangement. Shall we put 

her parts it italics from now? So much Ana sweetness gon’ make yo’ ass diabetic. And girl, 

after five years of Bible college, this bitch REAL fierce with quotations from the Good Book. 

So y’all gonna get you some instruction too. Perhaps you can see the double perspective as a 

meditation on the lives of the many queer people in your world who have to have more than 

one persona in order to survive? And on the children of color who STILL protesting this shit 

five decades after Dr King. 

Anyway, this is a story about one of the times I delved into a new life. There’s cops, 

and religion, and romance, and characters with three dimensions. Fabulous feminists. Sex and 

gender wars. Personal growth. Drama like you wouldn’t believe. Prime chunks of manflesh. 

Women born as boys. Scandipop and Eurovision, deftly woven-in. Trust me, girl, you gon’ 

LOVE it like a Tea Party closet-case with go-go boy twins from Craigslist. Bam! We goin’ 

IN! 

 


